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AS

Welcome
Side track had been drilled even though there was express written
advice from the County Planning Authority (CPA) that it would be
unauthorised and planning permission was required.
The facts and circumstances have been shared with Cabinet Member
and Chair of Planning & Regulatory Committee.
This is unauthorised development and will not meet with public
expectation.

JT

Gave a brief potted history of the site, referring to BP, Teredo, Midmar,
Key Petroleum & First Drill Ltd. & stated that AE took ownership in
2012.
He referred to the wells not being as well maintained as they expected
and AE’s wish to improve them.

AS

Have to consider planning process and procedure.
Nature of the various consents is key.
Basic question to be asked - what new development has happened?

PB

My view is that retrospective Planning Permission is not necessary.

AS

The sidetrack works are of significance and should be regularised.

JT

X4 - well 7” casing, but should be a 7” hanger: OGA doc said 9 5/8”
string.
Goes down 3 joints cut costs 9 5/8” came to surface.
No 1 well is not as it is defined by the OGA.
No 4 well is not No 1 well.
I cannot currently refer to any of the well heads in terms of being
1

related to X1, X2 or X4 with certainty at present.
Have to apply to HSE for 28 day permission (when you break well
head).
Have to have opening valve and running cable down.
X 1 - 9 5/8” (meant to be) 13 3/8” actually according to OGA map.
X 4 - “7” internal string actually 9 5/8” to surface.

IG

On 26 January 2017 – the AE website statement does not refer
specifically to X4, when previous statements had done so. However,
the last paragraph referred to the sidetrack X4Z, so the previous
paragraphs can be taken to deal with X4.

IG

Surely you knew it was X4, you knew where you were.

JT
IG

Yes.
That refers to X4.

JT

Yes.

IG

You are injecting water in to X 3.

JT

Haven’t injected water in X1 (it’s actually the sidetrack X3) for years.
We stopped because of concern from HSE when there was a doubt,
so we stopped injecting
Rain water still goes down
A company called BKP takes the reservoir water from the two
production wells.
Cleaning, ditching, no production of any description
Waiting for maturity results
Have to decide whether we apply to HSE to abandon or carry on.
No production for 4-6 months.

AS

Video released by AE recently refers to electric submersible pumps
(ESP’s) having been installed.
AES advised that a change to submersibles would be acceptable
under Permitted Development arrangements where these applied, but
if already installed, a planning application would be required.

JT

No ESPs working as yet and need to install the associated electrics.
Both ‘nodding donkeys’ have been removed from the well heads.
Bottom pump assembly remains.
2

due to failed equipment.
There was confusion, as we said we were displacing fluid.
AS

We would ask for a weekly update to Ian & Sam, Mark Oldridge to
supply via email.

MO

To do update – Mon/Tuesday
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